Cookie policy
Companies RUNE ENIA d.o.o. and RUNE CROW d.o.o. use cookies on their sites
to ensure smooth operation of the web site and for other purposes, identified
below.
Web cookie manager
By using our website you consent to the use of cookies. In case you visit
www.ruralnetwork.eu or www.ruralnetwork.eu/ the cookie manager is the
following company:
Manager's full name
Headquater
Tax number
Registration number
Spletna stran

RUNE Enia, Enia, communication
infrastructure, d.o.o.
Partizanska cesta 109, 6210 Sežana
SI 36467383
8439087000
https://www.ruralnetwork.eu/si
https://www.ruralnetwork.eu/

in case you visit the www.ruralnetwork.eu/hr cookie manager is the following
company:
Polni naziv Upravljavca
Headquater
Tax number
Registration number
Web site

RUNE Crow d.o.o.
Veprinac, Tumpići 16, 51414 Ičići · Opatija
040399926
06535522670
www.ruralnetwork.eu/hr

What are cookies?
Cookies are small files that are stored on your media and in which are stored
certain settings and data for an exchange with the system through your browser.
Some of the cookies are deleted immediately after the browser session is over
(i.e., temporary or session cookies). Other cookies stay on your final device and
enable us to recognize your browser at the next visit (persistent or stored
cookies).
Zakaj uporabljamo piškotke?
Cookies are of fundamental importance to provide user friendly web service. The
interaction between the web user and website is faster and easier with the help
of cookies. With their help website remembers individual's interests and
preferences, and with it saves user time, and makes browsing through the
website more efficient and friendly.
Cookie types
There are four main types of cookies:

•
•

Necessary Cookies: These cookies are crucial as they allow moving through
and using features of the website.
Functional/analytical cookies: These cookies allow the website to
remember your choices (such as user name, language and region in which
you are located) and offers you improved and more personal functions.
Information, that are collected by cookies can be anonymized and these
cookies cannot follow your activities in browser on other websites. These
cookies collect information about how you use our web site. Analytical cookies
do not gather information that identifies you. All of the information, gathered
by these cookies are united and therefore anonymous.
The obtained analytical information is only used to improve the performance
of the web page. Anonymizing data with the Google Analytics solutions allows
that based on the anonymous data connecting or identifying any kind of
single user is impossible in any way. By using the cookies listed below we
receive statistical report about the visit and activities on our website without
obtaining any kind of personal data about the user, because with this solution
user anonymity is guaranteed.

•

Third party marketing cookies: These cookies are used to show ads that
are more relevant to you and your interests. They are also used to limit the
number of times each ad is shown and also to help measure the effectiveness
of an advertising campaign. They remember that you visited the site and this
information is forwarded to other organizations such as advertisers.

By using the websites you agree to the use of necessary cookies. Required
cookies are necessary for the operation of the website and we do not store your
personal information and allow you to navigate the web site and use the features
of the web pages.
Which cookies do we use?
On our websites we use the following necessary cookies:
Cookie name

Purpose

Duration

Source

Type

OptanonAlertB
oxClosed

Appropriate
display of
cookies
information
notification.
Cookies don't
contain personal
data.

1 year

Ruralnetwork.
eu

Necessary

OptanonConse
nt

Storing
information
about the
categories of

1 year

Ruralnetwork.
eu

Necessary

cookies by the
web site and
information
about whether
visitors have
given or
withdrawn
consent to the
use of each
category of
cookies.
PHPSESSID

The cookie
allows storing
sessions
between
individual
requests within
the content
management
system.

Website visit
time (session
duration)

Ruralnetwork.
eu

Necessary

On our websites we use the following analytical and functional cookies:

Cookie name

Purpose

Duration

Source

Type

_gat_gtag_UA
_xxxxxxxxx_x

Google Analytics
service cookie,
which is used to
monitor statistics
and to update
status on the web
site.

Website
visit time
(session
duration)

Google
Analytics

Analytical

_gid

Google Analytics
service cookies,
which is used to
analyze our web
site visit in
between users
and sessions.

24 hours

Google
Analytics

Analytical

_ga

Google Analytics
service cookies
which is used to

2 years

Google
Analytics

Analytical

analyze our web
site visit.
_uetvid

Storing and
following user
when browsing
through the
website.

16 days

HotJar

Analytical

_hjid

The cookie is
downloaded when
the visitor first
lands on the site
with the Hotjar
script. The cookie
is used to
maintain the
Hotjar user ID,
unique to this
website in the
browser. This
ensures that the
behaviour on the
following visits to
the same site will
be attributed to
the same user ID.
Detection of the
the first website
visit / session by
the user.

1 year

HotJar

Analytical

30 minutes

HotJar

Analytical

Determining the
use of the most
general cookie
path you should
use. This is done
for the reason of
sharing cookies
between
subdomains
(where
appropriate). To
find this out we
try to save the
cookie
__hjTLDTest for
various
alternative URL
substring, until it

Website
visit time
(session
duration)

HotJar

Analytical

_hjAbsoluteSe
ssionInProgre
ss
_hjTLDTest

succeeds. After
this check, the
cookie is
removed.
_hjIncludedIn
PageviewSam
ple

ajs_anonymo
us_id

_Gcl_au
_hjClosedSurv
eyInvites

_hjDonePolls

Notifying HotJAr
whether a user is
involved in data
sampling, defined
by user's limit on
the number of
visits to the
website.
Recording the
number of visits
to the website
and recognizing
whether an
individual user
has previously
visited our
website.
User experience
improvement.
Monitoring user
interaction with a
modal pop-up
invitation to a
survey. The
cookie is used for
the purpose that
the same survey
invitation is no
longer displayed if
it has already
been displayed.
Finding that the
user has already
completed the
survey. The
cookie is used for
the purpose that
the already
completed survey
is no longer
displayed to the
user.

30 minutes

HotJar

Analytical

1 year

HotJar

Analytical

3 months

HotJar

Analytical

1 year

HotJar

Functional

1 year

HotJar

Functional

_hjMinimizedP
olls

In the case of
reducing the
»feedback Poll
widget« gadget,
the cookie
ensures that the
gadget remains
minimized when
the user
navigates the
website.

1 year

HotJar

Functional

_hjShownFee
dbackMessage

A cookie is set
when a visitor
minimizes or
completes
incoming
feedback.
Incoming
feedback is
immediately
downloaded in a
minimized form if
the user opens
another website
on which they are
set to display.
Shutdown of the
HotJar script in
case if the session
becomes too
large.
Identification of
the first session of
the new user. The
cookie recognizes
whether a
particular user is
visiting the
website for the
first time.
This cookie is set
when the session
recording starts.
It is used to check
if the user is
already recording
a particular
session.

1 year

HotJar

Functional

Website
visit time
(session
duration)

HotJar

Functional

Website
visit time
(session
duration)

HotJar

Analytical

1 year

HotJar

Functional

_hjSessionToo
Large

_hjFirstSeen

_hjRecordingE
nabled

On our websites we use the following marketing cookies:
Cookie name

Purpose

Duration

Source

Type

_fbp

Display of
relevant adds to
the user on
Facebook or on
Facebookpowered digital
platforms.

2 months

Facebook

Commercial

_uetvid

Saving and
following the
users while
browsing through
the website.

16 days

HotJar

Commercial

_scid

Setting up a
1 year
unique visitor ID
with the purpose
to display relevant
ads to the visitor.

HotJar

Commercial

Cookie management
You determine the use of cookies yourself. You can always remove or accept by
clicking on the "I agree" field in the notice on the use of cookies on the website.
Most web browsers save cookies automatically. Functioning of the web browser
can be changed in the settings in a way that the computer can either refuse
cookies or that the warning is shown before the cookie is saved.
Cookie installation can be completely prevented for all websites that you will
visit. Cookies that are already saved on your computer can be deleted.
By deleting or blocking cookies it can happen that all or some web pages you
visit (or their functions) won't work properly or as equally effectively. If you
enable a certain cookie or if you delete all cookies, your preferences won't be
saved and you will get a notification about cookies every time you will visit our
website.
You cannot edit the setting of necessary cookies. However, non-essential cookies
may only be stored with your explicit consent.
•

Instructions for enabling settings in your browser can be found here:
• Internet Explorer

•
•
•
•

Mozilla Firefox
Google Chrome
Opera
Safari

Google Analytics cookies
Google is committed to ensuring the security and protection of information it
holds in its own computer systems, therefore, a multi-layer security strategy is
introduced throughout the organization.
The software and Google analytics privacy recommendations summarize how we
protect your data.
You can read the terms of use here tukaj.
To prevent the download of Google Analytics cookies you can download an addon browser: Plug-in for prevention of downloading Google Analytics cookies
Google Analytics account is set up in a way to exclude your data from every
processes not specifically related to the operation and improvement of the
service Google Analytics or with data security and integrity.
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